Exhibitor Summaries
GROUND FLOOR

Amped Wireless will be showcasing their latest in long range Wi-Fi innovations, including a
recently announced partnership with AVG for their ALLY, a Whole Home Smart Wi-Fi System.
They’ll also be demonstrating their groundbreaking APOLLOS, a set of Long Range HD Wi-Fi
Cameras.
Press Contact: Lacey Limbrick - lacey@ampedwireless.com

Bevi will be demonstrating our internet-connected water cooler, and offering free samples of
flavored water. Bevi machines provide unlimited still, sparkling, and flavored water on demand
without the need for a bottle or can. To date, Bevi machines have saved 4 million plastic bottles
from the landfill!
Press Contact: Katie Rooney - katie@bevi.co

Byte will demonstrate how they're reinventing how employees access food in the workplace. Byte
is the most efficient, affordable fresh food solution for businesses. They use an IoT-enabled fridge
to disrupt workplace eating and provide the highest quality local food brands employees love Mixt Greens, Rustic Bakery, Urban Remedy, Blue Bottle, and more. It’s like having a mini Whole
Foods within your office. Employees can purchase food 24/7, and there’s no honor system - Byte
automatically knows what was purchased and charges accordingly.
Press Contact: Lee Mokri - lee@bytefoods.co
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Damson Audio will be showcasing the new S-Series Sound System. The S-Series is a compact
yet powerful Home Audio Network that is beautifully designed and simple to set up. No apps
required. The S-Bar, S-Woofer and S-Cube create a powerful home cinema system. Add more
speakers to grow your network inside and outside your home with additional speakers.
Press Contact: Ronjini Joshua - ronjini@thesilvertelegram.com

DJI is a global leader in developing and manufacturing innovative drone and camera technology
for commercial and recreational use. DJI will be showcasing the Mavic Pro, Phantom 4, and
Inspire 1 drones as well as our smart motion camera products, the Osmo, and Osmo Mobile.
DJI was founded and is run by people with a passion for remote-controlled helicopters and
experts in flight-control technology and camera stabilization. The company is dedicated to making
aerial photography and filmmaking equipment and platforms more accessible, reliable and easier
to use for creators and innovators around the world. DJI’s global operations currently span across
the Americas, Europe and Asia, and its revolutionary products and solutions have been chosen
by customers in over 100 countries for applications in filmmaking, construction, emergency
response, agriculture, conservation and many other industries.
Press Contact: Ryan Tong - ryan.tong@dji.com

Eon Scooter is the fastest electric scooter on the market complete with dual sit or stand modes.
Check out the live Indiegogo campaign page at https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/eon-scooterthe-most-affordable-electric-scooter#/

HyperX, a division of Kingston Technology, will be showcasing their newest gaming
headset, HyperX Cloud Stinger, the best gaming headset under $50, along with their first gaming
keyboard HyperX Alloy FPS, and eSPorts/Sports News (signing an NBA player and his gaming
eSports team).
Press Contact: Merritt Woodward - mwoodward@walt.com
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JBL by HARMAN will be showcasing an array of newly launched sport headphones, portable
splash-proof and waterproof speakers, in addition to NxtGen active noise canceling Bluetooth
headphones. A couple of these products include the JBL Charge 3 portable Bluetooth speaker,
the first of the JBL Charge Series to be completely waterproof, and the Under Armour Sport Heart
Rate engineered by JBL; one of the industry’s first in ear sport headphones to market that
measures your heart rate at the touch of a button. Come stop by the JBL by HARMAN booth for a
hand-on experience!
Press Contact: Meghan Shumway - mshumway@matternow.com *Press Night Only

Linky is the only portable electric vehicle that folds and fits in a bag. We are city dwellers,
commuters, travellers, and we dream of a better way to experience cities, a better way to get
around, when we want, without limits. Linky is a solution: a folding electric longboard that is fun to
ride, easy for beginners but responsive for boardsport lovers, and it weighs only 4.9 kilos (10.8
pounds). [www.linkyinnovation.com]

myCharge will be showcasing the PowerGear Sound portable earbud charger. The PowerGear
Sound is perfect for charging, protecting and storing earbuds and comes complete with a
removable tray designed specifically for Beats by Dr. Dre Powerbeats. The protective charging
case features an integrated cable for the utmost convenience when charging earbuds on the go.
myCharge will also showcase the 13400mAh RazorPlatinum. The RazorPlatinum's USB-C port
delivers a 36W output and is capable of charging a MacBook to 100% in 100 minutes. Weighing
just under 16 ounces, the RazorPlatinum is complete with a USB-A port for charging any
smartphone, tablet or other USB-enabled device.
Press Contact: Katie Jennings - Katie.Jennings@mycharge.com
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Ocean's Halo is showcasing innovative and delicious seaweed snacks. From Sea Salt, Texas
BBQ, Maui Onion and Sriracha sheets, to our crunchy Almond and Coconut Seaweed Strips,
Ocean's Halo continues to develop better and more interesting ways to snack on seaweed; the
world's most sustainable source of nutrition. Seaweed grows naturally with sunlight in the ocean,
and our seaweed is USDA Organic certified, so no fertilizers or pesticides. We practice
sustainable harvesting methods, stem-cutting the crop every 2 weeks to preserve original seeds
and save replanting. The Burlingame based healthy foods company donates 2 percent of profits
to Ocean Conservation.
Press Contact: Robert Mock - mock@oceanshalo.com

Omate will showcase - Yumi - the World's First Home Robot powered by Android and Amazon
Alexa Artificial Intelligence. Yumi can hold a conversation with anyone in the family, kids and
adults alike. Yumi has been built on AI from the ground up; it is an incredibly smart and cute
robot, a personal assistant, a music hub and a smart-home control point all in one.
Press Contact: Laurent Le Pen - laurent@omate.com

Pixl Toys is a new tech toy company based in San Francisco. The company's mission is to
develop engaging toys that encourage active play while making use of the smartphone. They are
excited to debut their first product, Pixlplay™ at getgeeked San Francisco. Stop by for an
exclusive preview of Pixlplay™ and look for Pixl Toys at the intersection of where physical and
digital play come together.
Press Contact: JP Stoops - p@pixltoys.com *Consumer Showcase Only

RCA Tablets will be showcasing their exceptionally priced tablets and 2-in-1s. With larger screens
and innovative keyboard solutions, RCA tablets are the ideal light-computing solutions designed
for entertainment, productivity, and socializing. We will feature and demonstrate several different
models, each of them boasting a responsive, stock Android experience. Come see why millions
trust RCA to deliver a world of possibilities.
Press Contact: Michael Honeycutt - mhoneycutt@alcoelectronics.com
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Remocam will be showcasing its first product, Remocam, a Smart Home security camera, and its
second product, RemoBell, a wireless video doorbell that will be launched soon. You will see a
live demo of how Remocam can turn on and off TVs, light bulbs, and pet feeders. You will have a
sneak peek of RemoBell’s mobile app and the device before its official launch! Stop by
Remocam’s table on the lower level of the event.
Press Contact: Paul Lee - paul@remocam.com

Sengled is bringing bright new ideas to smart lighting! Don’t miss their award winning products
equipped with sound systems, security cameras, WiFi extenders and more. These eco-friendly,
app controlled and intuitive products make smart features accessible to the masses and improve
daily life by making home more fun, simple and secure…through your lightbulbs!
Press Contact: Megan Johnson - mjohnson@sengled.com

Meet singlecue, the device that lets you control your existing home devices with a simple wave of
your finger. No need to search for remotes, or fiddle with different apps, to enjoy the daily
functions of your home devices. Simply plug singlecue to the power, connect your home devices
wirelessly with the friendly mobile app, and enjoy home control at your finger tip. singlecue works
with over 100,000 home devices, including all major brands, making sure it covers the devices in
your home. singlecue is compatible with IR-remote controlled TVs, cable boxes, home theater
systems, streamers, as well as W-Fi enabled devices like the Philips Hue smart lights. Simply lift
your finger and enjoy the freedom of switching the channel on your cable, choosing a show to
watch on your Apple TV, or setting your preferred lighting with a simple click of the finger.
singlecue brings even greater simplicity by letting you control a group of devices with just a single
gesture. Got an incoming call? No worries – mute your TV by lifting your finger to your lips in a
“shush” gesture. It’s that simple.
Press Contact: Paige Wagner - pwagner@uproarpr.com
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Sprimo Labs will be showcasing our Tabletop Air Purifier. Our air purifier, coming in 2017, is
designed to blanket you in clean air in less than 60 seconds. While other air purifiers try to clean
the air in an entire room, taking hours to complete a cycle, our purifier focuses on delivering clean
air into your direct vicinity as quickly and efficiently as possible. Built-in sensors monitor your
surroundings, with the information displayed on the touchscreen control panel or in the
accompanying iOS app.
Press Contact: Bryan Rodrigues - bryan@sprimo-inc.com

TCHO Chocolate will be showcasing their top sellers of TCHO Pure Chocolate and TCHO
Pairings Bars at GetGeeked. TCHO Chocolate is a craft chocolate maker based in Berkeley, CA
that is obsessed with exploring the inherent flavors found in cacao. Our truly authentic brand
resonates with the millennial consumer, who is looking for the best tasting and ethically sourced
cocoa in the market.
Most cocoa farmers have never tasted chocolate before, which prompted TCHO to build flavor
labs at origin, teach their farmer partners how to make chocolate, and put them through a sensory
training - making them experts on tasting chocolate.
Once cocoa farmers have gone through this training, they can refine their growing, fermenting,
and drying processes, which all have a huge effect on flavor. TCHO is proud to say they have
elevated our processes by collaborating with our farmer partners to help us create award-winning
chocolate.
Press Contact: Lexi Castagna - lexi@tcho.com

Vinci will be showcasing intelligent standalone headphones powered by voice recognition and AI
tech to be your personal assistant, music studio, and phone.
Press Contact: Cathy Cao - cathy@vinci.im
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SECOND FLOOR

Acronis will show-off its Acronis True Image 2017 product, the world's fastest, most complete
local and cloud backup software - from lightening-fast full image backup to social media recovery,
Acronis True Image 2017 does it all.
Press Contact: Amy Rice - Amy.Rice@acronis.com

™

Cricket Wireless will showcase its exclusive Alcatel IDOL 4 smartphone with VR Experience that
combines a perfect balance of performance and design in a value-packed Android smartphone.
The brilliant 5.2" full HD display is perfect for viewing pictures, videos, texts, and web.
Dual multi-directional speakers and powerful music apps create an audio experience that is a
music lover's dream! Powerful dual cameras, both with flash and wide-angle imaging and HD
video, record and produce spectacular pictures, videos and selfies. And the free Virtual Reality
°
goggles give you amazing and out-of-the-box 360 viewing and gaming experiences.
Cricket is dedicated to delivering a simple, smarter wireless experience, with transparent plans on
its reliable nationwide 4G LTE network. All pricing includes monthly taxes and fees, with no
annual contracts. Our service and wide variety of smartphones from top brands are available
nationwide in convenient locations where our customers live and work.
Press Contact: Jen Wilbur - jennifer.wilbur@cricketwireless.com

DODOcase will be showcasing SMARTvr, the world's first immersive pocket virtual reality
headset. Google Certified and compatible with Android and iOS phones, SMARTvr gives users
access to thousands of VR apps including YouTubeVR, New York Times VR, Within VR,
Discovery VR, GoPro VR and more. At $39.95, SMARTvr is the ultimate introduction to the world
of virtual reality. Simple, fun, affordable and best of all, in your pocket, SMARTvr turns any
smartphone into a powerful VR viewer.
Press Contact: Emilie Lincoln - Emilie@dodocase.com
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Galaxy ZEGA from SmartX is a new hot tech toy which lets parents and kids of all ages remotely
control small tanks (called ZEGAs) with a Bluetooth-connected smart device app and fight each
other on or off the Galaxy ZEGA battlefield to gain points, skills, longer ‘lives’ and other treasures.
ZEGAs have names and personalities, different skill sets and challenges. The game can be
played in survival or flag capture modes (battling ZEGAs or for points). ZEGAs can be upgraded
through the app with treasures won in battle, enhancing abilities. The Starter Kit sells for $149.
www.galaxyzega.com
Press Contact: Erica Zeidenberg - Erica@hottomato.net

Glance Clock is a minimally designed smart clock that displays your most important information at
a glance. Sync your smartphone with the Glance Clock iOS and Android apps, and the clock’s
backlit LED display reminds you of upcoming events, incoming calls, and weather reports. It even
shows your daily progress from fitness trackers and smart home devices. Integration with
Amazon Echo provides voice control and an open API enables developers to utilize the clock in
creative ways. Glance Clock just successfully finished Indiegogo campaign where it reached its
goal in 1 hour!
Press Contact: Gabriela - gabriela@glanceclock.com

Kanex will be showcasing their line of innovative connectivity solutions to help you optimize your
Apple experience. Whether it’s your MacBook, iPhone or Apple Watch Kanex has products that
help you expand your computer’s capabilities, keep your devices charged and stay connected.
Kanex GoPower Watch is a cordless portable charging solution for Apple Watch. This Apple
Certified magnetic charging dock uses the same inductive charging connector that comes with
your Apple Watch and is capable of delivering six full charges on the go, while an additional USB
port allows an iPhone to charge simultaneously.
Press Contact: Tracy Thomas - tracy.thomas@kanex.com
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Lenovo will be showcasing and showing off its most recent product announcements of 2017.
Some of these products include the Lenovo Yoga Book, the worlds thinnest 2-in-1, equipped with
a Halo Keyboard and Real Pen input device. The Lenovo Phab 2 Pro, the world’s first smart
phone with Google’s Tango technology, making smartphone augmented reality (AR) experiences
possible and the Lenovo Yoga 910 which continues upon the Yoga’s success with an improved
design. Those are just a few things we will have. Stop by and check us out!!
Press Contact: Jordan Slade - jslade@lenovo.com

Libratone will showcase its signature audio product, the ZIPP portable wireless speaker, and
unveil its newest meticulously designed acoustic lifestyle product: The Q Adapt On-Ear wireless
headphones, featuring the exclusive CityMix™ technology, with four adjustable noise cancellation
levels.
The Q Adapt On-Ear gives users control over how much external noise they let in, delivered in a
lightweight, ergonomic design, with premium sound and a more stylish, comfortable fit. Like all
Libratone products, it features the Hush function, which silences the audio with a wave of the
hand over the ear cups, eliminating the need to remove the headphones to hear anything
external.
Ideal for consumers who enjoy music on the go, the ZIPP wireless speaker combines the best in
Scandinavian design with innovative, wireless acoustic technology. The ZIPP has Wi-Fi and
Bluetooth connectivity, Internet radio streaming, and the SoundSpace Link, which lets you
connect up to six speakers via Wi-Fi.
Press Contact Mark de La Vina - mark@consortpartners.com

NETGEAR is a company that manufactures and markets innovative ways for people and
businesses to connect to information and the world wide web. At getgeeked San Francisco,
NETGEAR will be exhibiting our most current product offerings from our diverse line of
networking and smart home product lines. Visit NETGEAR during getgeeked San Francisco to
learn more about the Orbi Tri-band WiFi System and the company’s 802.11AD offering the
Nighthawk X10 featuring Plex Media Server and much more. NETGEAR will showcase the new
Arlo Pro Wire-Free HD security camera with rechargeable batteries, advance night vision with
motion detection and object recognition. We encourage you to connect with NETGEAR through
our social channels on Twitter and Facebook.
Press Contact: Nathan Papadopulos - npapadopulos@netgear.com
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Nuheara will be demonstrating their IQbuds™, two beautifully designed, totally wireless earbuds.
IQbuds are part Noise Canceling Headset, Bluetooth earpiece and Assistive Listening Device,
designed to fit comfortably and securely in a person's ear. Nuheara IQbuds allow you to hear
what you want to hear in the world around you.
Press Contact: Colin Crook - colin@fractalpr.com

Evollve Inc., makers of remarkably small robots known as Ozobots, will showcase the all-new
Ozobot Evo—a smart and social robot that teaches kids to code while connecting them with
friends. The company will also showcase their all – new Marvel’s The Avengers Action Skins –
smart meets super as users call on the power of The Avengers to train in Stark Academy to
master the field of robotics.
Press Contact: Morgan Andersen - morgan@ozobot.com

PowerVision Robotic Corporation will display their most intuitive consumer drone,
TM
TM
PowerEgg , and their recently launched smart drone, PowerEye , designed for professional
cinematographers and photographers.
Press Contact: Frances Baze - fbaze@walt.com

Revolve Robotics will be showcasing the Kubi Telepresence that provides a simple, engaging,
interactive, portable, and cost-effective solution to distant human interaction for healthcare,
education, and business applications. Kubi combines videoconferencing software, a tablet, and
the cloud-controlled Kubi robot, which enables remote callers to be present by moving the tablet
to interact as if they were turning their own head. getgeeked will allow remote attendees to be
'present' at the show via Kubi Telepresence Robot.
Press Contact: Marcus Rosenthal - marcus@revolverobotics.com
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Royole will be showcasing Moon, a 3D virtual mobile theater combining two AMOLED Full HD
1080p resolution displays to simulate a giant 800” curved screen. Moon creates a truly immersive
cinematic and gaming experience by providing outstanding image quality, content auto detection
for stereoscopic 3D optimization, and high fidelity active noise cancelling headphones. Moon
goes anywhere thanks to its patented foldable design, 32GB of internal storage, and 5-hour
battery life. With Moon wearers can play their favorite on-demand streaming services, movies,
videos, video games, and audio. The device comes in three stunning colors and uses advanced
flexible electronics to control its powerful OS. Moon’s high quality materials provide wearers with
hours of comfort and uses Wi-Fi®, Bluetooth®, and HDMI® to connect to smart phones, gaming
platforms, computers, notebooks and more.
Press Contact: Garrett Rezzonico - gare@royole.com

Western Digital will be showcasing its latest consumer storage solutions from its award-winning
line up of WD, G-Technology and SanDisk branded offerings.
Press Contact: Joanna Andrade - Joanna.Andrade@sandisk.com

Senstone is a stylish wearable for instant note-taking. It helps people with ideas capture each of
them. Senstone is best suited for creative individuals, business people and writers (including
bloggers and journalists). It is designed to help capture important ideas in a glimpse, especially
when it’s not convenient to take out the phone or a notepad. The most popular uses are on the
move, in a car, in public transport, while walking or cycling, in busy environments, while
multitasking, working in groups, when playing music etc.
Press Contact: Roman Kravchenko - r@solargaps.com

SlimPort will be showcasing SlimPort® over USB-C™ applications in Connected VR (Virtual
Reality) and Media Playback.
ress Contact: Gratia Stefan - gstefan@analogixsemi.com
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SolarGaps are smart blinds that automatically track the sun and generate electricity from its
energy. SolarGaps is an all-in-one solution. You simply plug in SolarGaps and solar energy starts
to powering devices in your homе. You can even store energy with any battery storage you want
to use as an emergency backup. SolarGaps lets you produce your own electricity and saves you
money on your electric bill. Owners of commercial property can mount SolarGaps on windows
and reduce operational costs like air conditioning.
Press Contact: Roman Kravchenko - r@solargaps.com

TrackR will provide demos and samples of its TrackR bravo, a coin-sized Bluetooth device that
people can attach to all their important belongings — from wallets to purses and even pets — to
make sure they never get lost. In addition, we’ll showcase the new TrackR Find My Phone skill for
Amazon’s Alexa, as well as new products from luxury leather goods maker Issara that are
integrated with TrackR to ensure a lifetime of use.
Press Contact: Andrew Hussey - andrew.hussey@porternovelli.com

TCL, one of the fastest-growing consumer electronics brands in North America, is unveiling its
next generation of Xess now enabled with Amazon Alexa. Featuring an expansive Full HD display
and sleek design, the TCL Xess delivers an intuitive connected home hub experience, perfect for
managing your busy lifestyle and smart home. With the built-in Amazon Alexa Voice Service, you
can easily get a rundown on the latest news and sports scores, as well as control lights, switches,
thermostats, and more on thousands of compatible devices. Enjoy all of your favorite streaming
apps or show off your latest pictures and videos on a display large enough to share and made
portable by a stylish carry handle and extended life battery. The built-in recipe application make
meal discovery and planning a breeze and with the remote camera, you can keep an eye on the
family while you bake, broil, and flambé.
Press Contact: Rachelle Parks - rachelle.parks@tcl.com
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VIDBOX® Inc. will be showcasing its latest Video Conversion family of products and Audio
Recorder™ to demonstrate the simplicity of converting old video and music files into updated
digital formats with its trusted products. Exhibiting on the Upper Level, Booth 28, the consumer
electronics company has created a product line that includes the software and hardware needed
to preserve and save memories of your lifetime. Currently available in major retailers online and
brick and mortar stores, the company plans to bring the newly released products into Canada,
Australia, and the UK beginning Q1 2017 through its current and additional retail partners.
Press Contact: Jay Choi - jay@vidboxinc.com
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